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Cambodia is Growing Fast. 
Are You There Yet?
IN Diplomacy met H.E. Mr Sok 
Khoeun, the Ambassador of 
Cambodia to Singapore. He spoke 
about the many opportunities in 
Cambodia, and how the country, a 
star in civilisational history and home 
to the famous Angkor Wat - is rising 
from its tragic war past to reach an 
economic growth of about 7% GDP 
for the last two decades
SKYSCRAPERS, shopping malls, new hotels and 
apartments are constantly emerging in Cambodia. The 
country with a hardworking, resilient people is making 
big strides. There is hunger for peace and prosperity as 
well as normalcy for this ASEAN neighbour. Cambodia  
is also becoming a choice investment destination. 

Cambodia’s growth is fuelled by foreign investment 
and a growing middle class. There are many 
opportunities available in digitisation and sectors 
such as tourism, infrastructure and education to 
name a few. Predominately an agricultural country, 
Cambodia is also now in the business of exporting 
power in the form of renewable electricity! 

Recovery
The country has recovered from its tumultuous 
past and is marching forward towards attaining 
upper middle-class status by 2030 and a  
high income country by 2050. As one of the 
fastest growing economies between 1998 –  
2019 with an annual rate of 7.7 percent, the future 
looks positive.

There are many opportunities for Singaporean 
companies in Cambodia. Singapore and Cambodia 
recently signed a MoU on energy cooperation, paving 
the way for greater collaboration on cross-border 
electricity trade, including the development and 
financing of renewable energy in Cambodia.

Such hi-tech developments take place against the 
backdrop of one of the oldest and highly prosperous 
lands of the past as this ASEAN member country is a 
treasure trove of culture and history, attracting travellers 
from far and wide. Ambassador Khoeun hopes to attract 
more Singaporean investors and travellers to be part of 
Cambodia’s new growth story.

The ambassador presented me an award-winning 
cookbook titled The Taste of Angkor, published by the 
Cambodian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International 
Cooperation as part of its cultural diplomacy. It bagged 
the ‘Best Asian Cookbook’ prize at the Gourmand World 
Cookbook Awards. While you make business and leisure 
travel plans for Cambodia, I am off to try the recipes. 
IN Diplomacy intends to bring regular coverage on 
Cambodia’s remarkable growth story in future.

IN Diplomacy and cultural diplomacy exchange - 
Ambassador Khouen presents Ms Nomita Dhar the 

award-winning cookbook The Taste of Angkor 
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Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to Singapore H.E. Abdullah AlMadhi welcome address: Perception of the Saudi food industry changed for those who attended the forum

KSA’s Food Industry Successes Highlighted  
at Saudi & Singapore Forum

The Saudi & Singapore Forum held on 26th June 2023 at the Marina Bay Convention Centre introduced 
some of the Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia’s (KSA) leading food industry organisations to attract Singaporean 

companies to buy products such as dates, shrimps and dairy products

THE Forum is organised by the Saudi Ministry of 
Environment, Water and Agriculture and supported 
by the Saudi Arabia Royal Embassy in Singapore 
and the Singapore Business Federation (SBA). The 
agricultural delegation was led by Deputy Minister 
for Agricultural Affairs, Mr Ahmed Saleh Eyada Al 
– Khamshi and also included major private sector 
players from Saudi Arabia.

Mr Shamseer Zaman, the SBF Chair for Middle East 
Business Group and non – Resident Ambassador to 
Jordan said, “We are happy Saudi Arabia has chosen 
Singapore as a hub to reach out to the other ASEAN 
markets; the wide range of products, can open new 
areas of cooperation between Saudi Arabia and 
Singapore.“

A special showcase was also set up at the forum that 
displayed shrimp/prawn, dairy products such as baby 
milk powder and a variety of products made from 
dates that range from butter dates to sparkling apple 
and date juice!

Dr. Mohammed Alnuwairan, the CEO of the National 
Centre for Palms and Dates, shared “We are happy for 
Singaporeans to taste our high quality dates; we are 
the number one exporter of dates to Singapore and 

would like to further use Singapore as a hub to enter 
other ASEAN markets.”

Saudi Arabia is also making inroads and significant 
progress in the area of sustainability. Research into 
the latest technology has resulted in more efficient 
processing, cleaner environment and less usage of 
water. As of 2022, agriculture contributed US$19.37 
billion to the nation’s GDP.

From the private sector Mr Faisal Alfahadi, Vice 
President of the Almarai Group gave a presentation 
on the highly successful conglomerate that 
specialises in food manufacturing and distribution. 
Last year the Saudi dairy giant recorded a net profit 
to US$453 million in 2022 driven by its bakery and 
dairy segments. A wide range of quality-controlled 
products, including milk powder is something they 
are looking to export to Singapore and the region.

Also on the shelves for Singaporean importers were 
shrimps and fish from the Red Sea. Ms Koh Siew 
Lan Director, International Sales at NAQUA (National 
Aquaculture Group) said: “Our shrimps are sourced 
from the unique 65 km Red Sea shoreline and are 
antibiotics-free.”  The company produces more than 
100,000 tonnes of marine products per year and 

they export their shrimps, fish and sea cucumber to 
markets all over the world. 

Representing Jazadco, one of one of Saudi Arabia’s 
largest fishery and agricultural companies was Mr 
Mohammed Al-Resheid, CEO, who shared fascinating 
business insights into the processing and distribution 
of the products in the Saudi market and its intention 
to expand its markets into Asia.

Conversely, insights from one of Singapore’s leading 
Halal supply chain operators was shared by Mr 
Zuraimi Jumaat the Vice President of Ever Rich Pte 
Ltd who welcomed collaboration between Singapore 
and Saudi Arabia especially in areas involving Halal 
certification and marketing.

The Forum succeeded in laying the foundation 
for further collaboration between importers and 
exporters between the two countries. In the Q&A 
session that followed there were some importers 
from Singapore who also expressed interest in 
opening up the Saudi market for Singapore/Asian 
food products like the popular “satay”.

For the full report visit online:  
www.indiplomacy.com

NEWS

VIPs and guests – much to talk about and interaction to know more
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Aust PM Albanese Visit for 
Bilateral Discussions and 

Shangri-La Dialogue Keynote

It was Prime Minister Anthony Albanese’s first official visit to Singapore  
where he delivered the keynote address at this year’s Shangri-La 
Dialogue and attended the Annual Leaders’ Meeting

(From left): Australian PM Mr Anthony Albanese and Acting PM Mr Lawrence Wong at the Joint Press Conference 
held at the Istana on 2nd June 2023  (Photo: Singapore PMO)

OFFICIAL VISIT 

AT the Shangil-La Dialogue Prime Minister Albanese 
outlined Australia’s vision for a stable, peaceful and 
prosperous Indo-Pacific. He also said that: “Australia 
is committed to expanding and deepening ties with 
our partners in Southeast Asia to address shared 
challenges and ambitions.” 

At the 8th Annual Leaders’ Meeting the Australian 
PM discussed with Acting PM Mr Lawrence Wong 
a broad range of work underway as part of the 
Singapore-Australia Comprehensive Strategic 
Partnership (CSP). The Annual Leaders’ Meeting, 
established under the CSP, serves as a vital platform 
for leaders of both countries to engage in discussions 
on bilateral cooperation, regional and international 
developments. Due to Prime Minister Lee Hsien 
Loong being diagnosed with COVID-19, Acting PM 
Wong met with Prime Minister Albanese instead.

During his visit from 1st to 3rd June 2023, Prime 
Minister Albanese also called on President 
Halimah Yacob at the Istana. In a toast to the 
Australian PM at the official lunch at the Istana 
Acting PM Lawrence Wong highlighted, ““Our 
strong bilateral cooperation is anchored on 
a high level of strategic trust developed over 
decades, and it has flourished under the CSP. 
Last year during the 7th Annual Leaders’ 
Meeting, we signed the Singapore-Australia 
Green Economy Agreement, which was the 
first for both sides but also first of its kind in  
the world.”

For full report and link to PM Albanese 
Shangri-La Dialogue speech visit online   

www.indiplomacy.com

THE event held from 6th to 
9th June 2023 was aimed 
at bringing together global 
business leaders, policy 
makers, investors and civil 
society from industries and 
bring about transformational 
climate action. This year;s 
theme was Breakthroughs 
for Net Zero. On June 7, 2023, 
Indonesian President Joko 
Widodo embarked on an 
under 24 hours working visit 
to Singapore and Malaysia. 
The highlight of his Singapore 
itinerary was his participation 

as a speaker at Ecosperity Week 2023, the 
prestigious annual sustainability event organised 
by Temasek Foundation. President Widodo, along 
with his wife, First Lady Iriana Joko Widodo, was 
graciously hosted by Singaporean Prime Minister 
Lee Hsien Loong and Mrs. Lee for a lunch reception  
(pictured above).

This visit marked President Widodo’s second 
trip to Singapore this year, following the Leaders’ 
Retreat in March. Furthermore, President Widodo 
and First Lady Iriana played host to Prime Minister 
Lee and Mrs. Lee at the 42nd ASEAN Summit held 
in Labuan Bajo, Indonesia, in May. Such reciprocal 
visits underline the strong bilateral relations and 
cooperation between Indonesia and Singapore.

Ecosperity Week, held at the Sands Expo 
& Convention Center, brought together an 
esteemed gathering of investors, government 
officials, and academics. President Widodo utilized 
this platform not only to deliver a special address 
but also to promote investment opportunities in 
Indonesia. He emphasized key sectors such as 
energy transition, green infrastructure, and the 
development of the new capital city, known as 
Ibu Kota Nusantara. The President’s proactive 
approach to attracting foreign investments 
aligns with his administration’s goal of boosting 
Indonesia’s economic growth and sustainable 
development.

An Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs report  
by BPMI SETPRES  and Indonesian Embassy in 
Singapore, described how the President said this 
is a golden opportunity for investors to be part of 
the city developed with a future-oriented smart 
city concept based on nature. The President 
emphasised that Nusantara is a comfortable place 
for both business and residence. He added: “For 
the private sector, initially, we have prepared 300 
investment packages worth US$2.6 billion in areas 
like housing, transportation, energy, technology, 
and other sectors.”

Accompanying the President were the 
Coordinating Minister for Maritime Affairs and 
Investment Luhut Binsar Pandjaitan, Minister for 
State Secretary Pratikno, Foreign Minister Retno 
Marsudi, Minister for Investment/Head of BKPM 
Bahlil Lahadalia, Head of IKN Authority Bambang 
Susantono, and Indonesian Ambassador to 
Singapore Suryo Pratomo.

COVER STORY

The Indonesian President emphasized the opportunities in 
key sectors like energy transition, green infrastructure, and the 

development of the new capital city, known as Ibu Kota Nusantara 
(IKN) at the prestigious sustainability event

President Jokowi @ Temasek 
Foundation’s Ecosperity Week

(Photo: Indonesia President Office)

(Photo: Indonesia President Office)
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President Halimah Yacob’s State 
Visit To Qatar

PRESIDENT Halimah Yacob of Singapore embarked 
on a State Visit to the State of Qatar from 19 to 
22 June 2023, strengthening the longstanding 
ties between the two nations. Upon her arrival, 
she was accorded a warm State Welcome 
Ceremony and had the privilege of calling on 
His Highness Emir Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al 
Thani. Sheikh Tamim hosted a State Luncheon in 
President Halimah’s honor, further symbolizing the 
excellent relations between Singapore and Qatar. 
 
During their discussions, President Halimah and 
Sheikh Tamim focused on enhancing cooperation 

President Halimah Yacob with His Highness Sheikh Tamim 
(Photo: MCI / Ngau Kai Yan) 

Full report online visit:  
www.indiplomacy.com

STATE VISIT

The State Visit saw bilateral ties strengthened with discussions 
focussed on cooperation in trade, energy, and food security and several 

significant agreements signed between Singapore and Qatar

in areas such as trade and investment, energy, and 
food security. They exchanged views on regional 
and international developments of mutual interest. 
As a result of their fruitful conversation, several 
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) were signed 
in areas such as capacity building, liquefied natural 
gas and low-carbon technology, food security, 
cybersecurity, and innovation. These agreements 
are poised to deepen collaboration and partnership 
between Singapore and Qatar, fostering mutual 
growth and prosperity.

India Launch PIO 
Investor Helpdesk to 

Empower Overseas 
Indians

India launched the Investor Helpdesk for 
Persons of Indian Origin (PIO) to foster 

economic engagement with the Indian 
Diaspora, leveraging their expertise 

and networks for trade and investment 
cooperation

IN an effort to encourage investments from 
overseas Indians and strengthen economic 
ties with the Indian Diaspora, the PIO Investor 
Helpdesk was recently launched by Shri Piyush 
Goyal, the Minister of Commerce & Industry, 
Textiles, Consumer Affairs and Food and Public 
Distribution. This initiative aligns with the vision 
of the honourable Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
and aims to streamline and foster economic 
engagement with the Indian Diaspora.

The Indian diaspora has been instrumental in 
promoting cultural exchange and has made 

NEWS

significant contributions globally. Their expertise 
and networks have played a crucial role in various 
domains, including business and entrepreneurship. 
Recognizing their immense potential, the Indian 
government firmly believes that collaborating with 
the Indian Diaspora will unlock new avenues for 
trade and investment cooperation. 

Under the umbrella of DPIIT, Invest India has 
established a dedicated desk to guide and support 
these investors, by simplifying their trade and 
investment journey. This desk acts as a central point 
for addressing the specific needs and queries of the 

Indian Diaspora community interested in trade and 
investment in India. By resolving issues and providing 
personalized support and facilitation services, 
this initiative demonstrates the government’s 
commitment to empowering the Indian Diaspora. 

Invest India’s PIO Investor Helpdesk aims to 
serve as a trusted partner for overseas Indians 
seeking to navigate India’s trade and investment 
landscape. The helpdesk is dedicated to providing 
essential resources and support to empower PIOs 
and help them harness the immense potential of 
the Indian market.

Minister of Textiles, Minister of Commerce and Industry and Minister of Consumer Affairs, Food 
and Public Distribution at People of Indian Origin Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Toronto, 

encouraged participants to work towards strengthening Brand India (Photo: investindia.gov.in)

S’pore-US 
Update Climate 

Change 
Agreement

Dr V . Balakrishnan and US Sec. of 
State Antony J. Blinken meeting 

highlights
SINGAPORE’S Minister for Foreign Affairs Dr 
Vivian Balakrishnan met US Secretary of State 
Antony J. Blinken on 16 June 2023. Both officials 
emphasised their commitment to a stable, rules-
based multilateral order. They welcomed new 
areas of bilateral cooperation in cybersecurity, 
climate change, and space. Minister Balakrishnan 
appreciated the US’ engagement with the 
region and ASEAN, while Secretary Blinken 
expressed hoped for a constructive visit to China. 
They both also announced the Updated US-
Singapore Climate Partnership (USCP) to intensify 
efforts in various areas of collaboration focusing on 
regional energy transition, low- and zero-emission 
technologies, nature-based solutions and carbon 
markets, urban decarbonization and resilience, as 
well as capacity building. 

Full report online visit:  
www.indiplomacy.com

WORKING VISIT
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S’pore and France 
Forge Closer Ties in 
Cybersecurity and 

Emerging Technologies

Vice-President Duterte’s Visit Highlights in Singapore
Philippines’ Vice-President Sara Duterte’s visit strengthened bilateral 

ties and also paved the way for enhanced the way for enhanced 
cooperation in education and healthcare 

WORKING VISIT

VICE-PRESIDENT and Secretary of Education of 
the Republic of the Philippines, Sara Zimmerman 
Duterte, embarked on a working visit to Singa-
pore from 13th to 14th June 2023. This marked 
Vice-President Duterte’s first working visit to Sin-
gapore, highlighting the ongoing and multifacet-
ed friendship between the two nations.

During her visit, Vice-President Duterte held a 
meeting with Minister for Foreign Affairs, Dr. Viv-
ian Balakrishnan, on 13th June 2023. They dis-
cussed the progress made in strengthening the 
bilateral relationship between Singapore and the 
Philippines. They also acknowledged the excellent 
prospects for the economic growth of the Philip-
pines, underpinned by a young and well-educated 
population. Regional developments were also on 
the agenda during their discussions.

On 14th June 2023, Vice-President Duterte began 
her day by calling on President Halimah Yacob at 
the Istana (pictured top right). The meeting served 
to reaffirm the warm and longstanding friendship 
between Singapore and the Philippines. Both lead-
ers emphasized the strong bond between the two 
nations, which is built on people-to-people con-
nections and robust collaboration across various 
sectors. They also expressed their hopes for even 
stronger bilateral cooperation as both countries 
approached the upcoming 55th anniversary of 
diplomatic relations.

Later in the day, Vice-President Duterte met with 
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong to discuss ways 
to deepen cooperation in areas of mutual interest, 
particularly in education and healthcare. Prime 
Minister Lee expressed his appreciation for the 
valuable contributions of the Filipino community 

between the two countries. Matters pertaining to 
the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Orga-
nization (SEAMEO) were also addressed during  
the meeting.

As part of her engagement during the visit, 
Vice-President Duterte visited the Southeast Asian 
Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMO)  Re-
gional Language Centre (RELC), further strength-
ening the ties between the Philippines and other 
Southeast Asian nations.

The visit of the Vice-President to Singapore 
showcased the commitment of both countries 
to enhance cooperation and strengthen their 
friendship. The discussions held during the vis-
it laid the groundwork for future collaborations, 
particularly in the fields of education and health-
care. The visit also emphasized the significance of 
people-to-people ties and the potential for further 
growth in bilateral relations between Singapore 
and the Philippines.

in Singapore, recognizing their positive impact on 
society and the economy.

Additionally, Vice-President Duterte had a fruitful 
meeting with Minister in the Prime Minister’s Office, 
Second Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, and 
Second Minister 
for Education, Dr. 
Mohamad Maliki 
Osman. The discus-
sions focused on 
bilateral education 
cooperation, includ-
ing topics such as 
teacher training and 
special needs ed-
ucation. They also 
explored opportu-
nities to increase 
student exchanges 

At SEAMO RELC to work together on quality education. Looking on (in red) RELC 
Director Ms Susan Leong and (far right) Philippine Ambassador to Singapore Mr Medardo 

G. Macaraig  (Photos: VP Sara Duterte FB)

Varanasi Venue for G20 Development 
Ministers’ Meeting

Singapore’s Minister Mohamad Maliki Osman attended the G20 
Development Ministers’ Meeting in Varanasi, India, emphasizing the 

need for global cooperation to achieve sustainable development goals 
and addressing climate change.

DR. Mohamad Maliki Osman, the Minister in the 
Prime Minister’s Office, Second Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, and Second Minister for Education, visited 
Varanasi, India from 11 to 13 June 2023 to attend 
the G20 Development Ministers’ Meeting (DMM). 
The meeting, chaired by Dr. S Jaishankar, the 
Minister of External Affairs of India, aimed to foster 
international cooperation in accelerating progress 
towards the United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development and addressing the 
consequences of climate change through green 
development. Officials from the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs accompanied him during the visit. 
Varanasi, situated on the left bank of the Ganges 
River and renowned as one of the world’s oldest 
inhabited cities, provided a historical backdrop to 
the important discussions held at the meeting.

G20 NEWS WORKING VISIT

SM Teo (far left) exchanged perspectives on regional 
and international developments with Secretary-

General of the General Secretariat for National Security 
Stéphane Bouillon (far right)

SENIOR Minister and Coordinating Minister for 
National Security of Singapore, Teo Chee Hean, 
recently concluded his working visit to France from 
29th May to 1st June 2023 to explore opportunities for 
furthering bilateral cooperation across various sectors. 

Full report: www.indiplomacy.com
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IMMERSING students in a world of limitless 
possibilities, OWIS Digital Campus* embraces 
cutting-edge infrastructure and innovative 
design concepts. Each space within the campus 
has been thoughtfully planned not only to 
facilitate the learning process but also to nurture 
collaboration, ignite creativity and cultivate the 
holistic development of students, shaping them 
to be compassionate, responsible and thoughtful 
global citizens.

With an unwavering commitment to educational 
excellence, OWIS ensures that this new futuristic 
campus provides an unparalleled learning 
experience. Every aspect, from the technology-
enabled classrooms to the well-equipped studio 
labs and smart libraries, has been carefully crafted 
to foster an optimal environment for knowledge 
acquisition and exploration.

Future-Focused Classrooms
To ensure students have access to the latest 
resources and applications, the upcoming campus 
will boast smart classrooms that are outfitted 
with next-generation educational technology. 
From interactive LED screens to advanced audio 
and visual systems, outstanding classrooms 
will provide students with a holistic learning 
experience.

World-Class Sports Facilities
The Digital Campus* will proudly showcase a 
magnificent stadium which can accommodate 
seating over 1,000 spectators for large-scale 
events. From this vantage point, students can 
enjoy a panoramic view of various sports facilities, 
including the oval running track, football field, 
sprint track, cricket practice pitch, archery range 
and other sports fields. Additionally, students will 
get to enjoy a 1400-seat multi-purpose hall that 
can be transformed into two spacious indoor 
basketball courts.

Recreational Spaces
A well-equipped fitness centre and an expansive 
recreation area will be provided for students to 
work out, play, relax and connect with friends. 
There will also be play areas carefully partitioned 
into four playground zones — Early Years 
Discovery Zone, Pirate’s Cove, Creative Playground 
and Adventure Park — these play spaces are all 
designed to cater to different age groups.

Innovative Skills Studios
The campus will also feature the finest skills studios 
designed to help students hone their talents, gain 

practical knowledge and build new skills across 
a wide range of disciplines. The STEM labs will 
provide students with hands-on experience in 
areas such as science, technology, performing 
arts, visual arts, engineering, electronics, robotics 
and mathematics. These dedicated studio labs 
will provide an immersive learning environment 
where students can explore, experiment and 
enhance their skills under the guidance of expert 
instructors.

Pioneering Sustainability for a 
Greener Future
Recognising the urgent need to protect the 
environment and create a sustainable future, 
OWIS Digital Campus* will cater to sustainability 
in all aspects of its operations. The building 
itself has been awarded Gold by the BCA Green 
Mark scheme for its sustainability features. It will 
implement eco-friendly practices such as urban 
farming, vertical gardens, renewable energy and 
energy-efficient features.

Carrying Forward the Legacy  
of OWIS
The campuses of OWIS have consistently been 
associated with a commitment to educational 
excellence and a nurturing atmosphere. In line 
with OWIS Suntec and OWIS Nanyang, OWIS 
Digital Campus* will embrace a set of core values 
that permeate every aspect of student education 

— multiculturalism, collaboration, learning, service 
and relationships. By nurturing these core values, 
OWIS empowers students with the skills and 
knowledge essential for thriving in a rapidly 
changing world.

“At OWIS Digital Campus*, we will create a 
personalised learning approach to meet the 
learning needs of every child,” says Mrs Angela 
Henderson, Principal of Lower School. “We take 
pride in practising kindness and inclusivity, and 
we will encourage students to undertake service 
projects within and outside of the campus to 
help them gain a great appreciation of how every 
small act of kindness can make a difference in the 
world.”

OWIS Digital Campus* would like to extend a warm 
welcome to young learners in Early Childhood 
through Grade 8, covering ages 3 to 14 years. 
With plans to expand up to Grade 12; OWIS aims 
to provide a comprehensive educational journey 
for students.

OWIS corporate and community partners also 
enjoy an exclusive discount under its Corporate 
Connect Programme. To know more please 
contact corporate.connect@owis.org
 
Launch note: The proposed site for the international 
school that that is scheduled to open in August 2023 is 
still subject to regulatory approvals.

Embracing the Future of Education: One World 
International School Digital Campus* Launches in 
the North-East of Singapore
One World International School (OWIS) is set to open doors for its Digital Campus* in 
Punggol this August 2023 — a state-of-the-art campus spread over 20,000 square metres 
of land with a student capacity of 1,500. Designed by Japanese architects,  
this stunning campus will offer an exceptional international school  
environment and cutting-edge  
infrastructure

Online report - www.indiplomacy.com

(Top): Panoramic view of the Digital Campus*. (Above row from left): Mrs Angela Henderson, Principal of 
Lower School

ADVERTORIAL
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www.indiplomacy.com

Full report online visit:  
www.indiplomacy.com

OWIS NANYANG

21 Jurong West Street 81,

Singapore 649075

+65 6914 6700

admissions@owis.org

EC to Grade 12 ( Accredited 
for the IB PYP, Cambridge 
IGCSE and IB DP) 

OWIS SUNTEC CAMPUS

1 Raffles Blvd, Suntec City, 
Level 3, S039593

+65 6914 7240

admissions@owis.org

EC to Grade 5 (Candidate School for the IB PYP) 

One World International School

CPE Reg No: 200800495N
Validity: 24/02/2023 to 23/02/2027

*Proposed site for an international school that will 
open in August 2023 subject to regulatory approvals

OWIS DIGITAL CAMPUS* 
IN PUNGGOL
EC to Grade 8

27A Punggol Field Walk, S828649

+65 6914 7351

admissions.pg@owis.org


